INTERNATIONAL STAFF WEEK
This year we will organize our 9th Scholarship fair. However, considering that events like this
can be helpful in promoting and raising awareness of international mobility through Erasmus+
program, we have decided to extend the event on whole week, create the program and offer
you unique staff week activities in our beautiful city of Sarajevo and Bosnia and Herzegovina
with focus on Internationalisation at HEI, incoming and outgoing mobilities and international
project implementation. You will be able to present yourselves and to have a networking
between partners, academics, students and IRO officers.

PURPOSE OF THE FAIR
University of Sarajevo organizes Scholarship fair, a unique event in Bosnia and Herzegovina
where we invite different institutions (governmental and non-governmental organizations,
embassies, civil initiative centres, local communities, foreign institutions, centres for culture,
universities etc) who offer any kind of scholarship (financial or non-financial) for studying in
Bosnia and Herzegovina or abroad. Fair visitors are high school seniors, students,
undergraduates, graduates and postgraduate candidates from the University of Sarajevo and
other BH universities and all other visitors who are in a need of scholarships for their
professional education and lifelong learning process, from Sarajevo and other cities of Bosnia
and Herzegovina. Fair is organized in the way that each institution has its own stand where
they can put their print and/or online promotional documents and chat with everyone who
comes to their stand and is interested. So far we have organized 8 (eight) scholarship fairs
(since 2010). Based on the experience from previous years, the Scholarship Fair gained a status
of an event which promotes the student and staff mobility in Bosnia and Herzegovina and
abroad. More about the fair can be found out from our Guide from last year’s fair, YouTube
video and Facebook page.

ERASMUS+ IN THIS FAIR
Our university promoted European programs since its beginning (Erasmus Mundus and now
Erasmus+). Although our office does great amount of promotion Erasmus+ programme and its
credit mobility opportunities outside of the fair and considering that we all need a boost in
promotion when it comes to these Erasmus+ mobilities we were thinking to invite you to
participate at this fair and promote your institution. This will be unique way to promote,
discuss, explain and present all possibilities within Erasmus+ scholarships and ensure
applications from students from University of Sarajevo and your other B&H’s partners.

ERASMUS+ STAFF MOBILITY
Since the beginning of the Erasmus+ program, we have over hundreds visits of administrative
and academic staff members from our partner Programme country’s university, where our
office tried to provide a programme in order to meet with us, find out about our daily work, or
to meet with our academic coordinators, and with a goal to expand and strengthen our
cooperation. Your visit to the University of Sarajevo can be a part of the Erasmus+ mobility
grant that you have with our university (academic/administrative for training). If you have

signed IIAs with us, and have academic/administration staff mobilities for our University and
have planned to visit our university in academic 2018/2019, this will be great opportunity and
timing to do the best presentation and promotion. The Fair is planned to be held on 18th
October 2018 (one-day-event) so your mobility dates to enter in your staff mobility
agreement could be 15th-19th October (travel dates 14th and 20th October) which covers dates
for International Staff week.

ACCOMMODATION AND TRAVEL
Your accommodation, travel and meals cost will be part of your Erasmus+ mobility, which
means that all costs are covered by you (or your institution). We can provide you with list of
hotels and accommodations for this period, ways of travel to and from Sarajevo and all needed
practical and administrative information.

If you are interested please let us know by email and by registering online at: ONLINE FORM
until 7th September 2018. We know that confirmation is earlier than the week, but because of
your organisation of travel and accommodation, our advice is to do it as soon as possible.

For all additional information, we are on your disposal.

